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Two rods of maximum length
3m with adjustable holders on
each are placed vertically between
the ceiling and a table. A metal
platform bearing PE tube which
wrapping the cylindrical copper
core is clenched by the holders.
The core and PE tube are locked by
screws on the platform and are
able to be replaced to those of
different sizes by loosening screws.
Tissue paper is used as the object
to be burned.

I. Introduction

Overheated wire catching fire is a common cause of fire
hazard. Once ignited , the plastic material of the wire will be
melted, accumulating as drips and fall down due to gravity.
Chances are that flame is attached to drips and falls on other
objects with them , thus resulting in spreading of fire. We try to
investigate the dripping phenomenon by direct ignition of
horizontally-placed PE tubes with cylindrical copper rod as the
core using the torch gun. In our experiment , we hope to find the
probability to ignite other objects for drips generated by different
diameter of PE tubes and falling from various heights.

II. Apparatus for Experiment

IV. Conclusion
1.Drips from larger diameter of tubes have higher probability to

ignite tissue paper.

2.Drips falling through longer distance have less chance to ignite

tissue paper. Certain heights where the probability of ignition

is zero are found to be 2.6m for drips from 0.6cm PE tube , and

3.2m for drips from 1 cm PE tube .

3.Extinction of flame on drips is caused by environmental cooling

effect making drip temperature lower than PE burning point.
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Velocity

The velocity curve of drips is found to correspond to the

simulation curve applying the following equation:
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except for an inconsistency in a time interval between 0.2s and

0.4s.

The video recording the

falling process is examined,

and it is discovered that, in

the time interval, flame on

drips experiences a sudden

“explosion”.

Fig.5 The probability of drips to ignite the tissue paper in different height

Fig.6 The simulation curve of temperature versus falling distance for drips

The probability of ignition decreases as the falling height of drips increases.
In addition, the probability of ignition for drips from larger diameter of tube

is higher than that of small diameter tube. Extinction heights , at which all
drips cannot ignite tissue paper , are discovered for different sizes of tubes.
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Environmental cooling effect
The temperature change rate for falling drips is express as :
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falling height of drips

Extinction height for 
0.6 cm tube:2.6 m

Extinction height for 
1 cm tube:3.2 m

1.5 cm tube 

1 cm tube 

0.6 cm tube 

where the first term of left side is the generation rate of heat of

combustion from flame on drips , and the second term is the

environmental cooling rate. Combining with the velocity , the simulated

curve of drip temperature versus falling distance can be obtained.
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Simulated extinction height 
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The result shows that , when drips fall to the extinction height , their

temperature declines below the burning point of PE , which is not able

to maintain flame on drips. This explains why all drips falling to the

extinction height don’t ignite tissue paper.

burning point of PE
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Simulated extinction height 
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T v.s. H simulation for falling drips


